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Outstanding mysteries at both Uranus and Neptune 

Why are the Ice Giants’ moons amongst the darkest surfaces in the
Solar System?

Can a planetary dynamo be driven by
conducting ices and, if so, how does it
work?
• Are the higher-order moment fields

observed at the Ice Giants attributed
to electrically-conductive ices?
• Are such ices confined to a thin shell

surrounding a stably-stratified fluid
interior, as opposed to an electrically
conducting fluid shell surrounding a
solid inner core like Earth?

• If planetary magnetic
fields protect a
planetary atmosphere,
then why are escape
rates similar across the
terrestrial planets?
• Could the odd

magnetic field
orientations of the Ice
Giants shed light on
the environment at
Earth during field
reversals?
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How is the weathered uppermost surface layer 
of these sattellites 

related to their pristine composition?

•Are the topmost layers of
these satellites indicative
of their surfaces and/or
interiors?
•Which environmental

factors result in surface
modification and how
significant are their
effects?

The Ice Giant fields resemble Earth during
field reversals. Does a planetary magnetic
field affect atmospheric escape rates and
evolution?

The Ice Giants: The solar system’s unknown worlds and potential missing links 
in magnetospheric and planetary understanding

Peter Kollmann, G. Clark, I. Cohen, M. Gkioulidou, A. Rymer, K. Mandt, P. Brandt, B. Mauk, R. L. McNutt, Jr. (JHU/APL)

Why the Ice Giants?
• Uranus and Neptune represent a wholly distinct class of planets in the solar system and beyond, which may be indicative of
planets common throughout the galaxy.
• Uranus and Neptune have tilted magnetospheres offset from their centers, that in addition to presenting fascinating case
studies for magnetospheric dynamics also demonstrate configurations could also provide new insights into ice-giant exoplanets
• Magnetospheric science at the Ice Giants was specifically emphasized in the 2013 Planetary Science Decadal Survey, as the
need to “understand the basic structure of the planet’s magnetosphere as well as the high-order structure and temporal
evolution of the planet’s interior dynamo” was stated as a high-priority science objective for the recommended Uranus Orbiter
mission.

The case for Orbiters
• The Voyager 2 flybys of the Ice Giants barely scratch the surface of our
understanding of the magnetospheres of these planets and ultimately
supplied many more questions than answers.
•As with previous planets, the advance in understanding between an
initial flyby and a dedicated orbiting mission was tremendous (e.g.,
Pioneers/Voyagers verus Cassini at Saturn).
•Orbiting missions have shown that comprehensive magnetospheric
measurements can supplement and even serve as early indicators for
processes important to non-magnetospheric science: e.g., initial
detection of Saturn’s G-ring arc [Hedman et al., 2007] and Europa’s
neutral torus [Lagg et al., 2003; Mauk et al., 2003] from energetic
particle observations.
• First orbiters also reveal many surprises that were not expected from
the limited information gleaned by previous flyby encounters: e.g.,
eruption of material from the subsurface ocean of Enceladus observed
by Cassini [Dougherty et al., 2006]

The magnetospheric mysteries outlined to the right require significant
coverage of the planetary space environment, which can only be
provided by a dedicated orbiter mission.
Specifically, addressing these mysteries requires subsets of the
following in-situ measurements:
1) Vector DCmagnetic field
2) Plasma (low eV to keV) ions and electrons and flows
3) DC electric field (for low-energy ions during + s/c potential)
4) Energetic (keV-MeV respectively) ions and electrons
5) Dust particles
6) Visible and infrared photons
7) Electromagnetic plasma waves
8) Cosmic rays (GeV protons)
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3. It has a strongly tilted (~60° from its rotation axis) dipole magnetic field, which, near solstice, 

leads to a unique geometry that offers an ideal opportunity to study the coupling between the 

solar wind and planetary atmospheres (Figure 1-3).  

 

Figure 1-3. Magnetic and rotation axes of Uranus (left) and Neptune (right). 

4. Its magnetic field also appears to be generated well outside the planet’s core, as much as 70% of 

the way out from the planet’s center. 

Uranus's satellite and rings systems are also unique. Uranus lacks the large satellites found around 

Jupiter and Saturn, and the much lower temperatures allow for different surface ices. Given the different 

formation and evolutionary paths of ice-giant as opposed to gas-giant systems, the Uranian satellites will 

shed light on the formation and conditions of the early solar system. The largest Uranian satellites, Titania 

and Oberon, may have deep interior oceans (Hussmann et al. 2006), so measurements to detect induced 

magnetic fields of the satellites are desired. Uranus is particularly suited to this type of investigation 

because its inclined dipole (~60°) induces large field variations in the satellites as the planet rotates. 

Despite Uranus's distance from the Sun and the satellites’ small sizes, there is evidence for significant 

tectonic activity, especially on small Ariel and smaller Miranda. In the case of Ariel, there is also evidence 

for viscous cryovolcanic flows, which have not been detected elsewhere in the solar system. Some of the 

smaller Uranian satellites are also dynamically interacting and perhaps unstable, with orbital changes 

seen between the 1980s and today (Showalter and Lissauer 2006) (Figure 1-4). 

 

Outstanding Mysteries at Uranus 
Uranus and its unique magnetospheric orientation offer additional
fascinating questions that fundamentally challenge our understanding of
planetary magnetospheres.

Energy crisis at Uranus: How can Uranus have such intense radiation 
belts when it lacks a strong source population?
• Why does Uranus have electron radiation belts comparable in intensity

to Jupiter and Earth?
• How are these radiation belts sustained when the system is a

“vacuum magnetosphere” with very little plasma and some of the
most intense whistler emission in the solar system?
• Is there an unidentified source of free energy that can explain the

atypically ”smooth” Uranian kilometric radiation (UKR)?

Is our basic understanding of magnetospheric physics valid?
• The large offset between the magnetic and rotational axis decouples 

the drivers of plasma flow. What does this tell us about solar wind vs. 
internal forcing?
• How does Uranus’ “hybrid magnetosphere” fit in with our current 

classification of “open” (e.g., Earth) versus “closed” (e.g., Jupiter) 
magnetospheres?

The content of this poster will be included in a white paper
currently in preparation. If you would like to contribute or sign
onto the paper as a co-author, please contact the lead author
Peter Kollmann at peter.kollmann@jhuapl.edu.


